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1. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper is to closely examine what properties the 
systems of parameters enjoy inside of Buchsbaum rings. 
Let A be a Noetherian local ring with dim A = d and m the maximal ideal 
of A. Then A is called Buchsbaum if the difference 
is an invariant 1(A) of A not depending on the particular choice of a 
parameter ideal q of A, where I,(A/q) and e,(A) denote the length of the A- 
module A/q and the multiplicity of A relative to q, respectively. This is 
equivalent to saying that every system a,, a*,..., ad of parameters for A is a 
weak A-sequence, i.e., the equality (a, ,..., ai) : a,, I = (a, ,..., ai) : m holds for 
all 0 < i < d - 1 [21]. Thus every Cohen-Macaulay local ring A is clearly 
Buchsbaum with I(A) = 0 and vice versa. In this sense the notion of 
Buchsbaum rings is an extension of that of Cohen-Macaulay rings and is 
originated in an answer of Vogel [29] to a problem of Buchsbaum [ 11. 
Notice that the concept of Buchsbaum rings may be canonically generalized 
to that of Buchsbaum modules (cf., e.g., [ 11, 221). 
Now let us fix a parameter ideal q of A and let G denote the associated 
graded ring G;(A) = Ona,, q”/qn+’ of q. Recall that the ring G is Cohen- 
Macaulay if A is so; actually G is a polynomial ring over A/q in this case. 
Then what happens when A is Buchsbaum ? This is a motive problem in the 
present research and our conclusion is briefly stated 
THEOREM 1.1. Suppose that A is a Buchsbaum ring and let d = dim A. 
Then 
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$(C)], = (0) (n # 4) and [E&(G)] Pi = 
(2) [H&(G)], = (0)for n > -d. 
(3) The local ring G, is a Buchsbaum ring with P(G,) = B(A). 
ere E&(G) (:esp. H;(A)) stands for the ith 1 1 cobomology module of G 
esp. A) relative to the graded maximal ideal mG + G, of G (resp. the 
maximal ideal m of A), and [H;(G)], (E E Z) otes the homogeneous part 
of E&(G) with degree n. 
This theorem is already known by j4, (4.1) and (4~5)] in case 
;(A) = (0) for if 1, d.’ 
The theory of Buchsbaum rings and modules has rapidly developed and 
today much is known about them. For instance, let A be a Buchsbaum ring 
dim A = d. Then for every prime ideal p (p # m> of A, A, is a Cohen- 
acaulay local ring with dim A, = d - dim .4/p* oreover the local 
cohomology module H;(A) (i $; d) is a vector space over A/m, i.e., 
m ’ H;(A) = (0) for i f- d, and one has the equality 
. hi(A), 
where h’(A) = dimAlm Hi(A) denotes the dimension of E-6in(A) as a vector 
space over A/m [ 15 ]. In [20, 221 a very powerful criterion was given, the so- 
called surjectivity criterion, of Buchsbaum modules and using this, numerous 
examples of non-Cohen-Macaulay Buchsbaum normal domains have been 
discovered 131. The canonical duality therem for uchsbaum modules 
established by [3O] (see also [14]) 
r a simple and direct proof). The 
for i # 1, dim A can be characterized 
algebras R,(q) = Ona 4” of parameter ideals q of A [ 111, and a charac- 
terization of Buchsbaum rings in terms of blowing-up has been discovered 
[IO]. The Buchsbaum rings with multiplicity 2 were classified and the 
structure of them is completely known [6]. 
Nevertheless, though Buchsbaum rings are defined in terms of systems of 
parameters and in the above research the nature of systems of parameters 
apparently played a key role, the theory of Buchsbaum rings still lacks in 
‘ng concretely the behaviour of systems of parameters inside of 
baum rings. Naturally the property of a system of parameters must be 
under the control of the associated graded ring of the ideal generated by the 
system. y this reason, together with its Corollary (1.2), our Theorem (I.1 j 
’ See also 1311, in which our Theorem (1.1) is independently proved with certain special 
assumptions on q. 
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is expected to contribute somewhat toward a further theory of Buchsbaum 
rings. 
COROLLARY (1.2). Suppose that A is a Buchsbaum ring and let q = 
( a,, a2 ,..., ad) be a parameter ideal of A. Then the equality 
(a?,..., a{k) n q” = i ariq”-“i 
i=l 
holds for all 1 < k < d, n, , n2 ,..., nk > 0, and n E Z. 
The proofs of Theorem (1.1) and Corollary (1.2) will be given in 
Section 3. Section 2 is devoted to some preliminary steps which we shall 
need later. While proving Theorem (l.l), we shall frequently meet similar 
equalities to the one in Corollary (1.2) which may have their own interest. 
For instance, as a consequence of them we will show in Section 4 that every 
system of parameters in Buchsbaum rings possesses the monomial 
property [ 13 1. 
In Section 4 a lower bound of the multiplicities relative to parameter 
ideals in a given Buchsbaum rings shall be settled (Theorem (4.1)). Using 
this, one can classify Buchsbaum rings A with e(A) < dim A (here e(A) 
denotes the multiplicity of A relative to the maximal ideal m) in terms of 
h’(A)‘s. Indeed it will be proved that a Buchsbaum ring A must be Cohen- 
Macaulay if depth A > e(A) (C orollary (4.5)). The notion of Buchsbaum 
rings with minimal multiplicity shall be introduced also in Section 4 and it 
will be shown that every Buchsbaum ring ,with minimal multiplicity has 
maximal embedding dimension, i.e., the equality 
u(A)=e(A)+dimA+I(A)- 1 
holds for A, where v(A) = dim,,, m/m2 denotes the embedding dimension of 
A. All of these results are consequences of Theorem (1.1) and its proof. 
It follows from Corollary (1.2) that the associated graded ring G,(A) of a 
Buchsbaum ring A of maximal embedding dimension is again a Buchsbaum 
ring at the irrelevant maximal ideal M = [G,(A)] + of G’,(A). Moreover the 
local cohomology modules HL(G,(A)) of G;(A) relative to M can be 
computed also in this case, as will be explored in a forthcoming paper [9]. 
The results of this paper had been announced in the author’s report [7] 
and given also in his lecture [8] of 1980 at the seminar “Fellowship of 
Rings” at Brandeis University. They also constitute a part of his talk 
“Blowing-up characterization for local rings” in 1981 at Durham 
Symposium on Commutative Algebra. The rest of the talk will appear in the 
proceedings of the conference with the title “Blowing-up of Buchsbaum 
Rings,” cf. [lo]. 
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2. PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout this section let A be a Buchsbaum local ring with dim A = 
d > 0 and m the maximal ideal of A. Let CJ = (a, 9 a*,.“., cid) be a parameter 
ideal of A and G = C,(A) the associated graded ring of 4. We put 
fi = ai mod q2 
(1 < i < a”), the initial forms of ai’s in G. 
Let H,if( ) (resp. Hh( )) stand for the ith locai cohomology fun&or 
relative to the graded maximal ideal M= mG + GT of G (resp. the maximal 
ideal m of A). For a graded G-module E, we regard M$(E) as a graded G- 
module whose homogeneous part of degree n will be denoted by ]Pf,k(E)ln 
(n E Z), Given a graded G-module E and p E Z, let E(p) denote the graded 
G-module whose underlying G-module coincides with that of E and whose 
graduation is given by [E(p)], = Epfn (n E Z). In what fohows one may 
consult with [ 121 as a general regerence on graded rings and modules. 
e begin with the following 
LEMMA (2.1). [HR(G)], = (0) (n # 0) and [Hff(G)10 = H:,(A). 
Proo$ Let A= A/U, where U= H:(A), and let kt : G --7\ G = G;#) 
denote the canonical epimorphism of graded rings. Let U* = ker h. Then 
recalling that a, is x-regular and a,An @A= (a,@-‘)A for every n E L 
(cf. Ill, (4.2933, we see that f, is &eguIar whence H;(G) = (0). On the 
other hand as Un CJ = (0) (cf. [21: Hilfssatz I. I]), we get that 
\u* j, = (0) (n # 0) and [u*I”= u. 
ence M ~ U* = (O), and consequently H:(G) = U* as Hif(G) = (0). Thus 
b%k?)l, = i(J) (n f 0) and 
as required. 
PRoPosITIoN (2.2). The local cohomology module HL(G) is a jZtely 
generated G-module for ever? 0 < i < d. 
roof. See [ 10, Theorem (1.1) and Proposition (3.2)]. 
. COROLLARY (2.3). H:(G) = [(O) :f;],for every n > 0. 
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Proof: As H;(G) (i # d) are finitely generated, we get by [ 19, (2.5) Satz 
and (3.4) Hilfssatz] that 
L(O) :f:l, c Hi,(G) 
for every n > 0. The opposite inclusion follows from (2.1). 
COROLLARY (2.4). There exists an exact sequence 
0 + [H:(G)](-1) + G(-1) fl G--f G&JA/a,A) --f 0 
of graded G-modules. 
Proof. Recall that a,A n q” = a,q”-’ for every n E Z (cf. f 11, (4.2)]). 
Then by virtue of [27, Theorem I.11 we have a canonical isomorphism 
of graded rings. Consequently since [(0) :f,lG = H:(G) by (2.3), we 
immediately have the required exact sequence 
O+ [Hk(G)](-l)+ G(-l)a G --$ G;,a,A(A/a,A)+O 
of graded G-modules. 
Let H(G, t) denote the Hilbert-Samuel series of G, i.e., 
H(G, t) = f ZA(qn/qn+ ‘) . t”. 
?I=0 
COROLLARY (2.5). H(G, t) is given by 
Proof: By (2.1) and the exact sequence in (2.4), we have the equality 
H(G, t) = & FW&+kW14~ 4 - hot4 . 4 
Because k’(A/a,A) = k’(A) + k’+‘(A) for every 0 < i < d - 1 (cf., e.g., [ 11, 
(2.6)]), the required identity follows by induction on d. 
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COROLLARY (2.6). Let C? = GblalA (A/a,A). Then there exists ayE exact 
sequence 
0 ---f H:,(G) + H;(G) + [H;(G)](-1) fl 
+ ff;p(G) --$ [H’,(G)](-1) fl E&(G) --t f&(G) + ~. 
of graded G-modules. 
PTQOJ: y (2.4) we have an exact sequence 
o+ [H;(G)](-+G(-~)~G+&o 
of graded G-modules. First, split it into short sequences 
and apply the functors H,( ) to sequence (1) (resp. (2)). Then we get an 
isomorphism 
b%WI(--I) = f&U-i G) 
for every i > 0 (resp. a long exact sequence 
0 ---) H,(G) + H.:(G) + H,b(f, G) --f H;(G) + H#) + . . . 
--f H; ‘(6) + H;,(f, G) + H;(G) + H;,,(6) + ‘. ’ (3) 
of local cohomology modules). Replace I$(f, G) by [H;(G) ](-I) for every 
I’ > 0 in sequence (3) and we shall have the required exact sequence of 
graded G-modules. 
Now let Is denote, for a moment, an arbitrary Woetherian local ring with 
maximal ideal y1 and S = R [X,, X2,..., X,] a polynomial ring over R. Let 
N=nS+S+, the unique graded maximal ideal of S. 
LEMMA (2.7). Let n > -r be an integer. Then 
vccm = (0) 
for every i E Z. 
Proof. Induction on Y. If Y = 0, there is nothing to prove. Suppose that 
P > 1 and that our assertion holds for r - 1. First, apply the fucctors Ha< ) 
to the exact sequence 
o+ S(-l)+ x1 s+s=s/x,s+o 
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of graded S-modules and get a long exact sequence 
. . . 4$-‘(Sp+ [H;(s)](-l)L,H;(s)+ .a* 
of local cohomology. Now let IZ > -r be an integer 
Px@)ln f (0) 
and assume that 
for some i. Let us choose such n as large as possible. Then as 
Xl * PXS)l. = m vGm1. must be contained in a([Z$*(S)],+ ,) whence 
[&-‘(S)],, , f (0); th is contradicts the hypothesis of induction on r (notice 
that n + 1 > -(r - 1)). Thus we conclude that [H;(S)]. = (0) for every 
iE Z. 
Let B = (A/q)[X, , X, ,..., X,] denote a polynomial ring over A/q and N = 
mB+B,, the graded maximal ideal of B. Let 
h:B+G 
be the homomorphism of A/q-algebras defined by h(Xi) = fi for all 1 < i < d. 
We put 
E = Ker h. 
COROLLARY (2.8). [H$(G)], = (0) for every n > -d. 
Proof: Because the induced map Hi(h) : H;(B) + H;(G) = H;(G) is an 
epimorphism of graded B-modules, the assertion immediately follows 
from (2.7). 
LEMMA (2.9). (1) mE = (0). 
(2) IfA is not a Cohen44acauZo.y ring, then E # (0) and dim, E = d. 
ProoJ (1) As the symmetric algebra Sym,(q) and the Rees algebra 
RA(q)= BnaOqn are isomorphic (cf. [28]), the ideal E of B must be 
generated by linear forms of the type 
6,X, + . * * + b-,x, with i aibi=O, 
i=l 
where gi denotes the reduction of the element bi of A mod q. As A is 
Buchsbaum, 
mbi c (~1, . .. . a^, ,..., ad) c q 
for every 1 < i < d and therefore we get that 
mE = (0). 
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(2) Let Q = (Xl ) x, )...) XJB and we get an identity 
ei<Q, B) = ef$S?, Ej + ei( 
of multiplicities relative to this parameter ideal Q of B. subsequently since 
e:(Qs Bj = i,(B/Q) = l,(A/q) and ei(Q, Gj = e,(A), we see that 
efi<Q, E) = L&4/q) - e,(Aj > 0 
and therefore, E # (0) and dim, E = d. 
LEMMA (2.10). Suppose that Ha(G) = [f&(G)] -i for every 0 < i < 
d- 2. Then 
(1) ,@) = [H,\(E)/ I-i for every 0 < i < d - 1. 
121 i,(E)]. = [H$‘(G)],for every y1> 1 - d. 
(3) E, is a Buchsbaum B,-module if A is not Gohen 
ProoJ Apply the functors I$( ) to the exact sequence 
of graded B-modules. Then as B is a Cohen- acaulay ring, we get an 
isomorphism 
H’,- l(G) = @t.(E) (#I 
for every 0 < i < d - 1 and an exact sequence 
of graded B-modules. Assertion (1) immediately follows from the 
~s~rnQr~~~srns (#). Taking the homogeneous parts of degree n > 1 - d in 
sequence (##), we get that 
I%%X, = P%(E)l, for every n > % - d, 
because [I?#?)], = (0) by (2.7). The last assertion (3) follows from 
assertion (I), after applying [9, (3.I)J to the graded ~/~~-modu~e E (cf. 
(2.9); notice that [B/mB], = A/m is a field). 
THEOREM (2.11). Suppose that Ha(G) = jH’,(G)] _ i for every 0 < E < d. 
Therx the local ring G, is Buchsbaum. 
Pp.ooJ: We may assume that A is not Cohen- acaulay. Choose a reguiar 
local ring, say R so that A/q is a ~ornorn~r~~i~ image of R. Let S = 
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R [X, > & ,..., X,] be a polynomial ring over R and put P = nS + S, , where n 
denotes the maximal ideal of R. We canonically regard B as a homomorphic 
image of S. Then in order to prove that G, is a Buchsbaum ring, it suffices 
to show that the canonical homomorphism 
Extt,(S/P, G) -% H;(G) =&(G) 
is surjective for every 0 < i < d (cf. [20, 221). 
First, apply the functors Exti(S/P, ) and Hi( ) to the exact sequence 
O+E-+B&G+O w> 
of graded S-modules and get commutative squares 
Exti;(S/P,G) = ExtF’(S/P, E) 
I 
h; 
I 
h’f I 
t 
H;(G) = HP ‘(E) 
for 0 < i < d - 2 (recall that B is Cohen-Macaulay), Then as E, is a 
Buchsbaum S,-module by (2.10), the map h2 r must be an epimorphism (cf. 
[20]) whence so is h; for every 0 < i < d - 2. 
Let us check hd,-l. Consider the following commutative diagram 
0 + Ext;-‘(S/P, G) 4 Ext,d(S/P, E) d Ext;(S/P, B) 
I I I 
Oh H;-‘(G) + H;(E) + Hi@) 
of graded S-modules with exact rows, which follows also from the exact 
sequence (#). Notice that 
[Ext,d(W’, WI,-c, = (0) 
because Exti(S/P, B) = [Horn&S/P, B/(X,, X,,..., X,) B)](d) and that 
[H,n(BL, = (0) 
by (2.7). Then taking the homogeneous parts of degree 1 -d in the above 
commutative diagram, we get a commutative square 
[Extg-‘(S/P, G)]l--d= [Ext$S’/P, ~?>]r-~ 
I I 
W;l, -d 
H;-‘(G) = [H:(E)I,-ci. 
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Thus we have only to check that the map [hg] rPd is surjective. Since there is 
a naturai commutative square 
Ext;,,,(B/N, E) --f Ext;(S/P, E) 
I I. 
?I;’ 
f-&E) = ff;f W 
of graded modules (recall that S/P = B/N)> we finally see that it is enough to 
show that the canonical map 
Pxthn,WN,ELo %<W-c, 
is onto. 
Let B= B/mB and let 
Ob+E+J’+ . . ..Jd--l-+Jd.O+ .~; W#> 
denote a graded minimal injective resolution of E as a graded 
Then applying the fun&or H,.( ) to this resolution, we have a complex 
.~e +o~ff;(J’)+ . ..-N~(Jd~‘)~Blo.(Jd)-,O-t . . . 
of graded Artinian injective B-modules. Recall that the locai cohomoiogy 
modules IT,&!?) appear as cohomology modules of this complex. We put 
I” = Hi7(Ji) and I = [B] *, where [B] * stands for the graded jB],-dual of By 
(It is known that I is the injective envelope of B/N as a graded B-module, cf. 
[ 12, (1.2.‘7)].) Then the structure theorem of injective modules allows us to 
express 
I’ = 6 I(-a,) 
j=l 
with integers n,>O and aij (cf. [12, (1.2.1) and (1.2.4)]). 
N’,(E) = [H~(E)j,pi (0 < i < d) by (2.10), by virtue of the proof of 
Proposition (3.1) in [9] we know that 
a,< 1 -i 
foreveryO<i!<dandforevery l<j<ni. 
CLAIM. a,< 1 -dfor every 1 < j<n,. 
Proof of Claim.” Assume that ad1 > 1 -d and choose 0 +x E (IdludI. 
2 This proof is only a modification of that of Proposition (3.1) in j 9 1. See j 2 ] for morz 
general and powerful arguments. 
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Then this element x determines an element of H;(E) with degree ad,, which 
must be 0 as [W&Y)]. = (0) f or every II > 1 - d (cf. (2.10)). Hence x = $I 
for some y E [P1lad,. Consequently [Id-l],d, # (0) as y # 0, which asserts 
that adI = 2 - d because adI > 1 - d and ad- I,j < 2 - d for every 1 < 
j < nd-, . Therefore N a [Id--llad, = (0) (notice that In = (0) for every II > 0) 
and hence we get that x = @ = 0 by the minimality of the resolution (##); 
this is the required contradiction. 
By this claim we find that IV. [Id] I-d = (0) and consequently that 
[H&F)], -d is a homomorphic image of the socle [(0) : NIJd of Jd, i.e., the 
canonical map 
is surjective. This completes the proof of (2.11). 
COROLLARY (2.12). Consider the following eight conditions: 
(1) The local ring G, is Buchsbaum. 
(2) MS [H;(G)], = (0) (n # -i) and [H;(G)]-, = H;(A) for every 
O<i<d. 
(4) (4 ,..., a:) n q” = (a:,..., a:) q”-= for every n E Z. 
(5) (a:,..., a:) n q” = (a: ,..., a$q”-2foreveryO<k<dandnEZ. 
(6) (a:',..., up) n q” = Cf=‘=, a?iq”-“i for all integers n,, n2,..., nd > 0 
and n E Z. 
(7) f :, f; ,..., f 2 is a weak G-sequence. 
(8) I(A) = 2;:; (“7’) . l,&&(G)). 
Then one has a diagram 
(3) - (1) - (2) 
II II 
(8) -+ (6) + (4) 0 (5) --$ (7) 
of implication. 
ProoJ (3) * (1) See (2.11). 
(1) + (2) This is well known (cf. [ 15, Hilfssatz 3 and its proof]). 
(3) 3 (8) As l&H;(G)) = l,(Hk(A)) for every 0 < i < d, this follows 
from [15, Satz 21. 
(8) * (6) Let n,, n =,..., nd > 0 be integers. Then as I&(G) is by (2.2) a 
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finitely generated G-module for every 0 < i < d, we see by [ 19, (3.7) Satz] 
that 
n the other hand, because Gh,C,Y,,.,,,a,zdf d (A/(4’,..., aJd)) is a ~ornornor~~~c 
image of G/(fll,..., f F), we have that 
4AGl(f;'T..., f ii’>>  IG(Gb,(a;l,....,y,(ia/(a:‘,..., a”,d)) 
= lA(A/(a;l,..., aid)). (#i 
Consequently by the equality that e,,,,,,,,f,,(G) = e,(A) and inequality (#), 
we further get that 
Hence I,(G/(f ;I,..., f 2)) = lc(Gb,cu:l,,,,,a~d,(A/(~~l~...~ asd)), which guarantees 
that the canonical epimorphism 
Gl(f ;‘v..,f 29 --t ‘&a;, ,..I, .;&/W,..., a”,d)> 
is an isomorphism and equivalently that 
for every II E L (cf. 127, Theorem 1.11). 
(6) => (4) and (5) + (4) These are clear. 
(4) S- (5) Let 0 < k < d be an integer and assume that our assertion 
holds for k + 1. Take b E (a:,..., CT:) n q” and express 
with bi E q.“-‘. Then as b,+: E (a:,..., ai) : ai+i3 we see that ahA, b,, , E 
(af,..., a:> n q”-‘. Hence appealing to the induction on II too, we may 
assume that ak+lbk+l E (a:,..., at)qnm3 and consequently we get that 
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u;, 1 b,, , E (a; ,..., ~,$q’-~. Thus b = C”= 1 ufb, + u;, 1 b,, 1 E (a; ,..., a;)qnp2 
and we have proved the inclusion 
GG,..., u:) n qn C (a:,..., ui) qnp2. 
The opposite inclusion is clear. 
(5) + (7) Take b E q” and set g = b mod q”+‘. Assume that f:+ ,g E 
(f: ,..., f#$G and we shall show that Mg c (f: ,..., f:)G. First, notice that 
ui+,b E (a:,..., u:) + qnt3 and we get 
for some bi E A. Further as c E (a:,..., ui+ r) n qnt3, we may express by our 
assumption (5) 
c = u;q + -+&,+u~+,c,+, 
with ci E q nfl. Hence 
b - ck+ 1 E (a;,..., a;) : u;, 1. 
Now let x E m and y E q. Then 
x(b - ck+ J E (u; ,..., U$ n qn 
and 
y(b-cc,+,)E (a~,...,a:)nf+’ . 
clearly. Therefore again by assumption (5) we conclude that 
xb E (u; ,..., u;) q”-2 + qn+’ and ybE (u;,...,u:)q”-’ +qnt2, 
which guarantees that Mg c (f: ,..., fi) G as required. 
(7) + (2) This is well known, cf. [24]. (See also [ 18, 261.) 
Let us recall some definitions. Let I be an ideal of A and let 
I= n I(P) 
PEAss~AII 
denote a primary decomposition of I in A. Then the unmixed component 
U(1) of I is defined by 
U(I) = n I(P)* 
PEAss~AJI s.t. 
dimA/p=dimA/I 
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Of course this definition of U(1) does not depend on the choice of the 
primary decomposition I = (‘-JatAss,a,l I(p) of I. Notice that 
for every 0 <k < d (cf. 1211). 
PROPOSITION (2.13). Let n, nl, n,, ,.., nk (0 < k < d) be positive integers 
and asmme that II > Cf=, (ni - 1). Then 
k 
Prooj If k = d, then U(a:l,..., a”,d) = (a;l,..., a”,d) and moreover, as n > 
Cfz, (nj - I), q” = CyEl a;iqneni. H ence the assertion is obviously true in 
this case. 
Assume that k < d and we will show the inclusion 
by induction on s = C:= I ni (> k). If s = k, then “i = 1 for all 1 < i < k an 
our assertion is already known by [ 11, (4.2)]. Assume that s > k and that 
the assertion holds for s - 1. Notice that ni > 1 for some 1 < i < k, say 
n, > 1. Take b E U(ayl,..., azk) CT q”. Then as b E U(a;l-‘, a;?,..., azk) n q”? 
-we may express by the hypothesis of induction on s 
with x E qnenltl and y E C:=, ariqnpni. On the other hand since b E 
U(a;j,..., izik), 
a,+,b=a;lz+ w 
for some z E A and w E (a;~,..., a:k). Hence the element 
is contained in (a;z,..., a;k) and so we get that ak+,x-alz is in 
qap,..., azk). Thus 
x E U(a,, a;>,..., azk) f-7 q’l-nl+i 
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which implies, by our assumption on s = C:= i nj, that 
x E alqn+ + g* a~iq(~-+(nl-‘)* 
Consequently we have that b = a;[-‘~ + y E Cf=, ariqn-“i, whence we get 
the inclusion 
k 
U(ayl,..., aik) C? q” c C arig”-“! 
i=l 
as required. The opposite inclusion is trivial. 
COROLLARY (2.14). Let 0 < k < d. Then 
k 
U(Uf ,..., 'fdn qk = C afqk-' + U, *-a akU(a,,..., ak). 
i=l 
ProoJ: It is enough to check that 
k 
U(Uf ,..., 4nqkC C aTqkp2 +a, . ..cz~~(u.,...,~,). 
i=l 
If k = 0, there is nothing to prove. Let k > 0 and assume that our assertion 
holds for k - 1. We put x = A/a, A and denote by ~ the reduction mod a, A. 
Take b E U(ai,..., a:) f7 qk. Then as 6 is contained in U(Zz,..., E:) n qk& we 
get by (2.13) that 6 is in (a:,..., tiJ?J . qk-*X. Since a,A n qk = a,qk-’ (cf. 
[ 11, (4.3)]), this allows us to express 
with x1 E qk-’ and xi E qkp2 (2 < i < k). Let 
a,+$=+‘,+*-+U:y, 
with yi E A (recall that b E U(aT,..., at) by our choice). Then as 
ak+ 1x1 - aI y1 E U(a:,..., a,$ we get 
x, E U(a,, a: )...) a:>. 
Accordingly we have X1 E U(Gi,..., 5:) f’ qkel& which implies by the 
hypothesis of induction on k that 
x, E (a;,..., a:). 4k-3A+ 4 **. a;,U(E,,..., a;,). 
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Thus 
X1 E (a:,..., a:) qke3 + a, f.. a,U(a,) a2?...> a& + ~,q~--~ 
(retail that a,A n qk-’ = a, qke2), whence we conclude that 
b =alxl + i afx,E 5 afqk-2 +a, .,I ak U(a, F-o.) ak) 
i=2 i=l 
as required. 
Let I= q + c;= I U(a, )...) ii )...’ ad). 
iLEMMA (2.15). [H;(G)] Md = A/I. 
To prove this, let J, = (fi, f “2 ,..., f ;) G and consider the inductive system 
16, = IwslwJstlo<s,, of graded G-modules where the structure map 
fSt : 6, + G, is defined by 
fst(x mod J,) = (f, ... fJps x mod J,. 
Let I, = [J, : (fl . . . fd)s-L]A for s > 0. Then since 
[f%(G)1 -d = lin! [Gsl -d 
and since the A-moduie [G,] pd is generated by (J; ... &)” -I mod J,, our 
assertion (2.15) immediately follows from the next 
LEMMA (2.16). I, = g and I, = I for every s > 2. 
P~QOI I, = q c I, c I, c . . . c I, c . . . clearly, Let u E A and s > 2 an 
integer. Notice that 
u E I, if and only if (a, ... u~)~-’ ~ u E (eils,..., a~)qS”pd~~ ’ 
because qsdedc’ c (ai ,..., ai)qsd-d-s. Now let 1 < i < d and u E 
U(U,) . . . . &,s*.., ad). We express 
a,u = x ajuj 
j+i 
with u,/ EA. Then because 
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and since 
S-l 
. u;y2 * uj E (a;,..., a;c)q=f-s-d 
for all 1 < j < d with j # i, we get that 
Thus uEI ,,,,,,‘;~;udY . UE (uL4wd-s-d. 
Conversily suppose thit u E I,. Let 0 < k < d and assume that 
(a, *** uky f uktl ... Ud * zf E (US;,..., ugqdt(s-2)k-s 
+ (ai, I,..., u;)qd+(sp2)k-2 (#> 
(notice that this assumption is obviously fulfilled for k = d). We express 
(u,...u,)S-‘~u,+,...u,.u=u~x+y 
with x E qdt(s-2)kYs and y E (ai ,..., ai- ,) + (a:, I ,..., ui). Then because the 
element 
uk[(ul “’ u&1)‘-’ ’ ak+l **’ ad ’ u - a$] 
is contained in the ideal 
[(a; Y.--Y a,> + (4, ,,..., u;)] n qd+(s-2)kps+2, 
we have by (2.13) that 
(a, *.- uk-J-l * Uk **. Ud * u E (a;,..., u;-,)qd+(Sp2)(k-1)pS 
+ (a:,..., a34 d+(s-2)(k--l-2 
Thus we know that condition (#) is fulfilled also for k - 1, and therefore by 
induction on k we get that 
(a, .** ad) * 24 E (a?,..., u;)qd-*. 
Let us express 
(a, .** Ud) . u = ujy + z 
with y E qd-2 and z E (a: ,..., &,). Then 
@‘, ‘** ad-l) ’ u - a,y E u(a; ,..., ‘$1) 
clearly. 
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Now let 0 < k < d and assume that 
(Q! *‘* Qk> * (u -x> - Q,+,.Y E u((&..*, a:) + (Qk+2,..., a(j)) M#> 
for SCme X E xfzk+Z u(a, ,..., a^, ,..., ad) and y E qkW1 (of course this is 
fulfilled for k = d - 1). Notice that 
q(a:,.*., 4) + (%+ 2 9”., %)I f-7 qk 
zz (a:,-*, a;) qk-* + (ak+2?‘.., ad) qk-’ + a, “’ ak Iji(a, ,.~~, a^,, I,..., ad), 
which follows from (2.14) after the reduction mod(ak72,...Y QJ. ( 
(a k+2,.,.,ad)nqk=(ak+2,...,kld)qk- ‘, 
cf. [ 111.) Then we may express 
ia, . ..a.).(u-x)-a,+,y=z+(a, . ..QJX’+a.y’ 
with z E (a:,..., Qi- 1 ) + (Qk+ 2 ,...> qj), x’ E u(a, 91~., a”,, 1 ‘L.., ffd), and 
Y’Esjr k- 2. Therefore 
whence we see that 
(a, ~. Uk) (u - x -x’) - sky’ E u((a: ,...) cl:- i) + (c& 19~e*) ad)>. 
As x + x’ E XL’=,+ I U(a, ,..., a”,,..., ad), we know that condition (##) is also 
fulfilled for ?z - 1, and therefore we get by induction on k that 
u-xE U(a,,...,a,)+a,A 
for some x E Ctzi=2 U(a, ?...) h, ,..., ad). This proves that 
u & I = q + i u(a,) . ..) a”,,..., ffd) 
i= I 
and hence we get that I, c I as required. 
PR~PQ~ITI~N (2.17). There exists an exact sequence 
o-, [fqy(G)]-d-f [ff~(a-,+@l+Q 
of A-modules. 
ProoJ: ecall the following exact sequence 
Q-, [~~--‘(GL,-, K@)l-P [%@)I-,+ J~~~~)l-c~ 0 
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of A-modules which comes from the exact sequence 
of graded B-modules. Then as (H;(G)]_, = A/1 by (2.15), it is enough to 
show that [HfR(B)lpd = A/q. Consider the inductive system 
{[B/(X; >...> mBlm gstlo<s<r 
of graded B-modules whose structure map gSt : B/(X: ,..., Xi)B + 
B/(X; ,...> XfJB is defined by 
gst(x mod(X; ,..., Xi)B) = (X, . . . Xd)‘-’ x mod(Xi ,..., XfJB, 
and notice that 
[H;(B)] -d = kq [B/(X; ,..., X”I)B],,-,. 
Then the required fact that [H;(B)] Pd = A/q immediately follows, because 
the A-module [B/(X; ,...,Xi)B],,-, is generated by (Xi ... Xd)‘-’ mod 
(Xi >***, Xi)B and isomorphic to A/q for every s > 0. 
COROLLARY (2.18). Suppose that d = 1. Then 
4wME)I - 1) = ho(A)* 
Proof It follows from (2.17) that [Hj,,(E)] _, = (U(0) + a,A)/a,A. As 
U(0) = H;(A) and U(0) n a,A = (0), we get IA([Hi(E)) _ 1) = h’(A). 
We close this section with following 
LEMMA (2.19). Let R denote a Noetherian local ring with maximal ideal 
n and let 
be an exact sequence offinitely generated R-modules. Assume that 
(1) dim,L=dim,M=dim,N=r>2. 
(2) M is Cohen-Macaulay. 
(3) L is Buchsbaum. 
(4) The local cohomology modules H:(N) arejmitely generated for all 
i # r. Then every subsystem b,, b, ,..., b,_ 1 of parameters for M is a weak N- 
sequence. 
ProoJ Let b be a parameter for M. Then lR([O] : b],) < co by [19, (2.5) 
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and (X4)], since b is also a parameter for Ai. Moreover as b is M-regular, 
there exists an exact sequence 
of R-modules. Let L’ = Ker(M/bM+ N/bN). Notice that Hi&‘) = (0) as 
(0) (recall that M/bM is a Cohen- acaulay R-module with 
= r - I > 0). Then by the above exact sequence, we get that 
[ (0) : b], = N;(L/bL) 
as Nf(j(O) : bj,) = i(O) : blN. Consequently 
n[(O) : b], = (0) 
since L/bL is a Buchsbaum R-module with dim, k/bL = r - 1 > 0. 
is, by definition, weakly regular on wi. Because the R-module L’ = 
(LibL)l~~(LlbL) is again a Buchsbaum R-module with dim, &’ = r - 1 and 
the local cohomology modules H~(N/bN) are finitely generated for all 
i f r - I (cf. ] 19]), the general assertion follows by induction on Y. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM (1.1) AND COROLLARY (1.2) 
In this section let us preserve the same notation as in Section 2. 
assume that d > 2 and further that every Buchsbaum local ring of lower 
dimension satisfies condition (3) in (2.12). Notice that the Latter assumption 
is fuulfilled for d = 2 (cf. (2.1)). 
First, we prove 
LEMMA (3.1). (1) [N,(G)], = (0) (n # -i) and [M,;,(G)] Pi = Nm(A) 
for every O<i<d-2. 
(2) [N;-;-(G)],, = (0) (n > 1 - d) and [H:;‘(G)],-, = 
(3) ~n~1~~~t~Lj) = c:z; (4) * fw). 
ProojI We put G= G;,a,a(A/a,A). Let 0 < i < d - 1 and assume that 
IfG&-?l, f (0) f or some N > --i (hence i > 0, cf. (2.1)). Choose such pr as 
large 2s possible and consider the exact sequence given in (2.6) 
. . . +H;‘(Gp+ [H$(G)](-l)AH;,f(G)- ... . 
Then as j’, ~ [E&(G)], = (0), we get that 
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which claims that [H;‘(G)],+, # (0). However, this contradicts our 
standard assumption (notice that n + 1 > -(i - 1)) and therefore we 
conclude that [H;(G)], = (0) for every IZ > -i. 
Now let 0 < i < d - 2 and assume that [Hk(G)], # (0) for some n < -i. 
Choose such n as small as possible (this choice is possible, cf. (2.2)). Then 
in the exact sequence 
a.. + [f&(G)](4) fl f&(G) -% H;(G) + . . . 
given by (2.6), we find that h([HL(G)],) = (0) as n < -i. Consequently 
and hence [E&(G)],-, # (0); this contradicts the choice of II and therefore 
we conclude that 
for every n < -i. 
Thus H;(G) = [H;(G)]hi f or every O<i<d-2 and [H$‘(G)],=(O) 
for every n > 1 - d. Hence we get that f, . H;(G) = (0) (0 < i < d - 2) and 
fiP~-‘WI,-,= (0). A ccordingly by virtue of the exact sequence of (2.6), 
we get short exact sequences 
0 - f&(G) + H;(G) -+ [I$ ‘(G)](-1) + 0 
(0 < i < d - 3) and a short exact sequence 
O-, [H;-z(G)]2-d+ [~IZ$-*(G)],-~+ [Hi-l(G)],-,+O 
of A-modules. In particular 
m[HL(G>] pi = (0) 
for every 0 < i < d - 1. Since h’(A/a,A) = h’(A) + h’+‘(A) for every 0 < i < 
d- 1, the fact that ZA([HL(G)]_J = h’(A) now follows by induction on i (see 
(2.1) for i = 0). This finishes the proof of assertions (1) and (2). 
Let us prove assertion (3). By (2.1) and (2.18) we may assume, besides 
our standard assumption on d, that assertion (3) holds for every Buchsbaum 
local ring of lower dimension. As G= G/X, G by (2.4) and [(0) :X,1, = 
H:(G) by (2.3), we get from the exact sequence 
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an exact sequence 
O+ [H~(G)](-l)~E/X,E-+B/X,B-tG-,Q 
of graded B-modules. Let E= Ker(B/X,B + G). Then we have an 
isomorphism 
H;- l (E/X, E) = Hi- ‘(I?) (N 
of graded B-modules, since d > 2 and there is an exact sequence 
0 + [Hj+,(G)](-1) + E/X,E + E-, 0. 
On the other hand, applying the functors Hi,( ) to the exact sequence 
O+E(-I)& E-+E/X,E+O. 
we get an exact sequence 
O-tH;i’(E)+ Hi-‘(E/X,E)+ [H;(E)](-1)-t ;p> --) 0 (##> 
of local cohomology modules because Hi,- ’ (E) = H;- *(G) and 
Xi e Hd,- ‘(G) = (0) by assertion (1). 
Now consider the homogeneous parts of degree I - d in the exact 
sequence (##), and we find that 
because [f$‘(E)] r -d = [Hf,-*(G)] r -d = (0) by assertion (1). Recalling that 
FC-‘W&WI,-,= W~-‘(~~l,-~ as is given in equality (#), we know by 
the assumption on d that 
iA([H~,-l(E/X,E)]l_d)= ‘y* . h’(A/a,A) 
i=O 
since E = Ker(B/X, B -i G;,a IA (A/a,A)) by definition. Hence as 
[H%)l,-,= [N;-l(G)jl-d 
by (2.10), we get by assertion (2) that 
zA([H;(E)]-d) = y (“- l) . h’(A/a,A) + z-P’(A) 
i=O 
from which the required equality 
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follows (use the identity that h’(A/a,A) = h’(A) + h’+‘(A) for every 0 < i < 
d - 1). This completes the proof of (3.1). 
COROLLARY (3.2). Let n,, n,,..., nk (1 < k ( d) be positive integers. 
Then f ;I, f gz,..., f ik is a weak G-sequence. 
ProoJ: We may assume that E # (0), i.e., A is not a Cohen-Macaulay 
ring. Hence EN is a Buchsbaum B,module with dimn, E.v = d (cf. (2.10) and 
(3.1)). Recall that the local cohomology modules H;(G) are finitely 
generated for all i # d (cf. (2.2)). Th en our assertion follows from (2.19), 
since the exact sequence 
of B,modules fulfills all the requirements in (2.19). 
LEMMA (3.3). Let 0 < k < d be an integer. Then the equality 
(a:,..., a,$ n 4” = (a;,..., a;) qn-2 
holds for every n E (2. 
ProoJ Case 1. k < d - 2. 
Claim 1. a,+,[U(a: ,..., ai)nq”] c (a: ,..., ai)qn+’ +qHt2. 
In fact, choose a positive integer N so that N + n > k and let b E 
U(a: ,..., ui)f’q”. Then because ~y+i . b E (u: ,..., a:) n qNtn, by (2.13) we 
may express 
a;+,.b=a;b,+...+a;b, 
with b. E qN+“-‘. Let g = b mod q”. Then by this expression we know that I 
fIT,l * g E <f;,...,f:> G, 
and consequently that 
JQ= (f:,...,f;)G 
by (3.2). Thereforef,, i g E (f :,...,fi)G, whence we have that 
uk+ 1 . b E (a;,..., a;) qn-’ + qn+2 
as required. 
Let us prove the inclusion 
(a?,..., a:) n qn c (a:,..., a:)p2. 
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Assume that this fails to hold for some n and choose such n as large as 
possible (this choice is possible, cf. (2.13)). Take b E (a:,..., a:) ,C qn so that 
b 6Z (a:,..., a:)qnL2. We put A= A/aktlA and denote by - the reduction 
mod a k+ ,A. Then by virtue of our standard assumption on d and the 
implication (3) =S (5) in (2.12) we see that 
bE (cq,..., a;) . qn-‘& 
whence bE (a;,...,c~;)q~-~ +uktiqn-’ (notice that tz~+~Anq’~= 
uktlqnpi)~ Express 
with x E q”-’ and y E (a:,..., ai)qnF2. Then x E U(af,..., a:) clearly, and 
consequently we get by the above claim that 
ak+‘X E (a;,..., ai)q”-’ + qn+‘. 
Therefore 
b E (QL., a:> q”-2 + (a:,..., QfJ n qn+ 1. 
On the other hand because of the maximaiity of FZ~ we have already known 
that 
(4 ,..., a:)nq”+” c (a;,.,., a;)q”-* 
which yields h E (a;,..., ai)qnm2; this is the required contradiction and we 
have proved 
(4 ,..., cl;) n q” c (a:,..., a;)q”-2 
for every y? E Z. The opposite inclusion is obvious. 
Case 2. k = d - 1. Let b E (a:,..., a:-,) n 9” and assume that b @ 
(4 >...> a;_,)q”-*. Th en, similarly as in the proof of Case 1, after the 
reduction mod a d-IA we may express 
b=a d-IX + Y 
with x f q”-” and y E (a:,..., aip,)q”-*. Let 
a,-,x=z+as-,w 68 
with z E (a:,..., as-,) and w EA. 
Claim 2. w 65 qnp2. 
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In fact, assume that w E qn-*. Then udU1x - ai-, w E (a: ,..., ai-J n 4” 
and therefore, by Case 1, we have that 
q-,x-aa;;-,wE (uf )...) a;;-,)q”-2. 
Consequently ad- ,X E (u: ,..., u;-~, u:- 1)qn-2 whence 
b = ud-1x + y E (a: )...) u;-,)q”-*; 
this contradicts the choice of b. 
We put r = max{r E Z/w E q”} and choose the expression (#) so that r is 
as large as possible. Of course Y < n - 3 by Claim 2. Notice that 
x-U&,WE qu; )...) u;-,)nq’+’ 
and we get by Case 1 that ad-ix - ai_, w E (a: ,..., u~_,)q’. Hence as 
Y + 3 < n, we see that 
a;-, w E (a: )...) &*) q’ + qr+3. W#> 
Claim 3. ad-1 w E (&..., a;;-*) + or+*. 
In fact, let g = w mod q’. Then by the inclusion (##) we find that 
fi-, . gE (f: ,... ,fi-2)G, whence by (3.2) we get&r. gE (f: ,..., fi-,)G, 
i.e., 
ad- 1 w E (uf ,..., ujv2) q’-’ + qr+*. 
Now let us express 
ad-,w=z’+w N 
with z’ E (a:,..., as-*) and w” E q” *. Notice that 
w” E (a: ,..., a:-*, ad- ,) f? qr+*. 
Then similarly as in the proof of Case 1, after the reduction mod adelA we 
get that 
W” E (a:,..., us-2) q’+ ud&Iq’+‘e 
Hence ad- I w E (a: ,..., ai- *) + ad- I q”+’ and consequently we find that 
a~_,w=z’+u~-,w’ 
for some z’ E (a;,..., a:-*) and w’ E qr+‘. Therefore we can express 
u&,x = (z + z’) + a;- 1 w’; 
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this contradicts the maximality of r as W’ E qr+re Thus we conclude that 
(a; )...) a;p2) n q” c (a; ,...) a;;-,)q”p2 
for every pz E L. Since the opposite inclusion is trivial, this finishes the proof 
of (3.3). 
Fior a subset I of (1, 2,..., d}, we put 
uI= E al and ql= (a,/iEI)A. 
LEMMA (3.4). Let 0 < k < d be an integer. Then the equality 
U(aT ,..., ai) f3 q” = (a:,..., a:) qne2 + 2 a, . WzJ 
Ic(l,2,...,k) 
s.t. #i>li 
holds for every integer n. 
ProoJ As U(0) n q = (0), there is nothing to prove in case k = 
particular our assertion is clearly true for d = 1 and therefore we may 
assume, besides the standard assumption on d, that the assertion (3.4) holds 
for every Buchsbaum local ring of lower dimension. 
Now let 0 < k < d and assume that our assertion is true for k - 1. Let 
b E U(a:,..., a:) n q”. Then we may express 
a,b=x+a;y 
with xE(af,...,a:-,)q”-’ and yEqnml, as a,bE(af ,..., a:)nq”“’ (cf. 
(3.3)). Since b - a,y E .?YT(a: ,..., ui- 1 ) n q”, by the hypothesis of induction 
on k we find that 
b - a,y E (a;,..., u;-l)qn-2 + 2 a, . W,). !#I 
1~/1,2....,k-I] 
s.t. #I>?? 
On the other hand because a,y E U(af,..., a:), we get that 
a,+,a,yE (a:,...,ai)nq”+’ 
whence again by (3.3) we may express 
a,,,a,y=v+a:w 
with u E (a:,..., ai-l)qn-l and w E q”-‘. Notice that ak+ i y - akw F, 
U(a: ,..., ai- r) and we have that 
y E u(a; ,..., u:-,, ak) n q”-‘. 
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We put A= A/a,A and denote by - the reduction mod a,A. Then because 
7 E Lya;,..., cgpl ) n q”-‘2, by the assumption on d we see that 
YE (&f,..., a;_,> . q”-?T+ 2 a; * u(aJi E I ). 
Zc(1,2,...,k-11 
s.t. #Ian-l 
Hence 
y E (a:,..., a:-,) qnm3 + C a,. U(q, + a,A) + akqn-’ 
IC(1,2,...,k--I] 
s.t.#I>n-1 
(recall that a,A n q”-’ = a,q”-2) and therefore we get that 
ak y E (a:,..., a:) qnp2 + c aI . WI). 
IC(1,2,...,k) 
s.t.I3kand#I>n 
Thus by (#) we have that 
b E (a:,..., a:) q”-2 + aI . U(q,), 
Icll,Z,...,k) 
s.t. #I>?! 
whence 
U(a: ,..., a:) n q” c (a:,..., ai) + C aI . u(q,) 
Ic(l,Z,...,k) 
s.t. #I>ll 
for every n E L. As the opposite inclusion is obvious, this completes the 
proof of (3.4). 
LEMMA (3.5). Suppose that 2 < k < d. Then 
u@ 1 ).-? ak> n 5 u(a, )-) a”,,..., ak+ 1) = i u(a, ,..., a^, ,..., ak). 
i=l i=l 
Proof. Let b E U(a, ,..., ak) n Cf=, U(a, ,..., a^i ,..., aktl) and we are 
going to prove that b E Cf=, U(a, ,..., a”, ..., ak). First, express 
b=ibi and a,+,b= i aici 
i=l i-l 
with bi E U(a, ,..., a^, ,..., akt 1 ) and ci E A (1 Q i < k). We further express for 
every 1 < i < k, 
aibi = c ajbij 
IG,i<k+l,j#i 
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with bi,,fA (1 ,<j<k t l,j#i). Then 
(a, .‘. ak+J. b = (a, ... a,J . i aici 
i=l 
and hence we have 
Therefore 
and consequently 
k-l 
Recall that 
U(Q:,..., 2;, ai+ ,) n qk-” 
= (a: ,..., S:, ai, ,)qke3 $ \’ 
Icrl,z,.,k-l)\ik) 
a, . Ub,l 
s.t. Xi-k-! 
t (Q, ..- ikqc+,) - ~(a,,...,~,,a,,,) 
(cf. (3.4)) and we get 
(a1 a.’ akLl). cks a:-,)5 + (a, *.’ ak-J * y mod(af,..., a:-?> + c;~~+~A 
for some x CC qkm3 and y E U(a, ,..., ak-,). 
Now let 4 < h < k - 2 be an integer and assume that 
(a1 ..- ah+l). ck= aitlx i (a, ... ahtl 
mod(a:,..., ai) t (‘hi*,.‘., G,c, ak+I> w 
for some x E q*-‘, y E U(a, ,..., a,_,), and yi E U(a, ,.~~, & ,.., Li,, 4/, +, 
(h + 2 < E’ < k - I> (of course this assumption is Fulfilled for h = k - 2: 
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Then as ~+~[(a, . ..a.,) a (~~-y-Cf:~+~y~j-u~+~x] E (a:,...,~:) t 
(0 h+2~*‘3 d,, uk+l 5 ) we get that 
k-l 
(a, * * * ah) * ck-Y- c Yi -ak+lX 
i=k+Z i 
E U((af,..., ‘i) + (%t21”‘? a^,3 ak+ 1)) n 4’. 
Notice that 
U((a’; ,..., d> f (“k+2,..‘y a^k, ak+d n 4’ 
ZZ 
@:,-*, ‘;) qh-2 + a, ‘*’ akU(a,,..., a^k+ ,,..., a ,^, aktl) 
+ (“h+2,.*~, a^,, a +&‘-’ 
which follows from (2.14) after the reduction mod(ak+z,..., a”,, ak+ 1) (recall 
that (ah+2,“‘, a”,, ak+,)n qh = (ak+lF.V.Y a^,, ak+,)q’-‘, Cf. Ill]), and We find 
for some z E qke2 and y,, 1 E U(a, ,..., a”,,, ,..., 6, ,..., ak+l). Hence 
mod(uf,..., &I) + @k+l>--, a”,? ak+,) 
and we know that assertion (#) holds also for h - 1. Therefore by induction 
on h, we get that 
with x E A, y E U(a, ,..., a&& and yi E U(a, ,..., 6, ,..., a”,, ak+ J (2 < i < 
k - 1). Since a,x E U(a, ,..., a k-l), replacing y by y + a,x we may take x to 
be 0. Therefore as ck - (y + cf:i yi) E U(a,,..., a^,, uk+ 1), we finally have 
k-l 
ck= Y -t c Yi 
i=l 
with y E U(a, ,..., akel) and yi E U(a, ,..., ii ,..., a^,, uk+ 1) (1 < i < k - 1). 
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Let us finish the proof of (3.5). Since akt, . b F ~~~~ and sky = 0 
mod(aI ).~., akP I), we see that 
k-l 
uk+ Ib = c a,y, mod(a, ,.IaY ak.- I). 
i=l 
Express uk yi = C. JE(l,...,k+l)\(i,kl ajyij (1 6 i < k - 1)~ Then because ak yj = 
ak+ 1 y&k- 1 mod(a, ,..., ak- 11, we find 
k-l 
ak+lb=ak+l ’ c yi,k+l mod(al,...,ak-ij 
i=i 
whence 
k-l 
Now notice that Y;,~+ 1 E U(a, ,..., Zis . . . . ak) for every I ,< i < k - 1 and we 
shall have the required assertion 
b E i U(a, ,..., a”, ..., ak). 
i=l 
Thus 
Wa, ,..., ak) n i u(a, ,..., L&,..., ak+l> c 5 U(a, ,..., a”, ...) ak). 
i=l i=l 
The opposite inclusion is trivial. 
PROPOSITION (3.6). Let I < k < d be an integer. Then 
ak) + f U(a,,..., a” 
i=l 
Proof. Notice that 
(a,A + U(O)]/a,A z U(O) 
as U(0) n ai A = (0). Then we get our assertion 
z,([a,A + W91/alA) = ho(A) 
for k = 1 (recall that U(0) = H:(A)). In particular our assertion is clearly 
true for d = 1 and therefore we may assume, basides our standard 
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assumption on d, that the assertion (3.6) holds for every Buchsbaum local 
ring of lower dimension. 
Let us prove (3.6) by induction on k. Let 2 < k < d and suppose that our 
assertion holds for k - 1. We put 2 = A/a,A and denote by - the reduction 
mod a,/. First of all, consider the following exact sequence 
k-l 
+ c U(u, ,...) a ,^ )...) Uk) -to 
i=l 11 
of A-modules. Then we get, by the assumption on d, that 
k-l 
+ JJ U(a, ,..., cTi ,..., 
i=I 
uk))])+ g (“;‘) +@)- 
If k > 2, then C”:: U(a, ,..., a^, ,..., ak) 2 (a, ,..., uk) and we know by (3.5) 
that 
k-l 
U@ , ,..., uk-) n c u(a, ,..., a”j )-) uk) 
i=l 
k-l 
= zl U(a, ,..., a^,,..., uk-,>. 
Consequently we have that 
= IA u(u, )...) ak& 1) c u(ul ?) a^j5.-, uk- 1) 
i=l i 
k-l 
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Therefore as 
(cf., e.g., [23]), we get, by the hypothesis of induction on ky that 
k-2 
* h’(A) - 2] . h’(A) 
i=O 
Hence 
ecause h’@)=h’(A)+h’+‘(A) for every Q,<i<d-2, we have the 
required equaiity 
in this case. 
Now assume that k = 2. In order to complete our proof it is enough to 
show that 
Claim. U(a,) n U(a,) c a,A + U(0). 
In fact, let x E U(a,) n U(a,) and express azx = a, y and a,.~ = a,z wlih 
y, z E A. Then as alu2x = a: y = a:z, we see that a22 = a7;u for some z’ EA. 
Therefore a 1 x = a: z: whence x - a, u E U(0). Thus x E aI A + U(O). 
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By this claim we have 
U(q) n [a,A + U(q)] = a,A + U(O), 
whence 
Because U(u,)/a,A = UAla+ (0) and [u i A + U(O)]/a, A z U(O), we finally 
get that 
W4a,W(a,) n b,A + u(a,>l> = h”WaA - ho(A) 
= (h’(A) + h’(A)) - h’(A) 
= h’(A) 
as required. This finished the proof of (3.6). 
Now we are ready to prove Theorem (1.1). 
Proof of Theorem (1.1). If d = 0, everything is clear. Assume that d > 0. 
Then since assertion (2) is already given by (2.8) and assertion (3) follows 
from assertion (1) (cf. (2.1 I)), it is enough to porve only assertion (1). If 
d = 1, this is found in (2.1). Assume that d > 2 and that our assertion holds 
for every Buchsbaum local ring of lower dimension. Then we have by virtue 
of (3.1)(l) that 
[H;(G)], = (0) (n # -i) and [H;(G)] -i = H;(A) 
for every 0 < i < d - 2,. Moreover we get by (3.1)(3) (resp. (3.6)) 
. h’(A) 
i U(aly..., a”iy*.., ad)/q = ‘i’ 
i=l 
) i=. (:‘) *h’(A)). 
Hence we see by (2.17) that 
[fff,- l(G)] -d = (0). 
Now let us show that [H$-l(G)], = (0) for every n < 1 - d. Assume that 
Wi?‘Wl, f (0) f or some yt < 1 - d and choose such n as large as possible. 
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Then n < 4 clearly and hence we get j’, [EC”, l(G)], = (0) by the ma~imal~ty 
of Iz. owever, by virtue of the exact sequence 
. . . + H;--‘(c) 5 [Hi-:-“(G)](-1) L 
of graded G-modules given by (2.6), this implies that 
(0) f Pd,-‘KY, c Wft*O% ,> 
and hence that 
Of course this contradicts our assumption on d (notice that n + i < 2 - a’). 
Thus we conclude that [H$‘(G)], = (0) for every n < 1 -d. 
I~,%‘Wl, = (0) f or every n > 1 -d and [H$‘(6)], md=Hi-l(A) by 
(3.1)(2), we get that 
[&y(G)],= (0) (n# 1 -d) and 
which completes our proof of Theorem (1. I). 
Proof of CoroElary (1.2). It is enough to show that 
for every 1 < k < d and for all integers IE, , n2 9..D9 ~2~~ r: > 0. Assume that this 
fails to hold and choose s = n + C”_l ni as small as possible among such 
counterexamples. Then II > 2 clearly. 
Claim. ni > 2 for all 1 < i < k. 
In fact, assume that ni = 1 for some 1 < i < k, say nk = 1. Take b E 
@;I,.~., a?--/, ak) n q” so that b @ Cf;i aTiqnp”l + akqnp’. We put 
A = A/a,A and denote by ~ the reduction mod a,A. Then as L?E 
(6i;19..., a-;LJ) n q*& we get by the minimality of s that 
k-l 
bE c qi. q-q-. 
i=l 
Hence 
k-l 
b E c a;iqnp”i + akqnp’, 
i=l 
because a,A T-I q” = akqn- l, * this contradicts the choice of b. 
481/85&1X 
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Notice that if all the ni’s were equal to 2, then our inclusion would follow 
(1.1) by the implication (3) 3 (5) in (2.12). Hence we must have ni > 2 for 
some 1 < i < k, say nk > 2. 
Now let us choose b E (a;~,..., a;!+) ~7 q” so that b @ Cf=, ariqnPni. We 
express 
b=x+atp w> 
with x E (a;~,..., a;~-1 ) and y E A. Recall that b E (a;~,..., azK-{, azk-‘) n q” 
and we may express, by the assumption on s = n + Cfz r ni, 
b=z+aik-‘w (##> 
with z E Cf:; aliq”-“i and w E qn-‘Qtl. Then comparing both the 
expressions (#) and (##) of b, we see that w - a,y E U(a;l,..., a;~-{) 
whence . 
ukw E (ayl,..., a”,k--,l, u:) n qn-nk+2. 
Notice that s=n+C~~,n,>(n-n,+2)+C:_:ni+2 as n,>2. Then 
we know, by the assumption on s, that 
k-l 
akw E C a:iqcnMni)-(nk-2) + a,2q~-nk 
i=l 
and consequently, by the expression (##) of b, we get that 
b E i aj’fqn-“i. 
i=l 
Of course this contradicts the choice of b, and therefore we conclude that 
(a:‘,..., 
k 
i=l 
as desired. This completes the proof of (1.2). 
4. BUCHSBAUM RINGS WITH MINIMAL MULTIPLICITY 
The purpose of this section is to give some consequences of the results 
obtained in the previous sections. Throughout let A denote a Buchsbaum 
local ring with dim A = d > 0 and m the maximal ideal of A. First, we note 
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THEOREM (4.1). Let q = (a,, a*,..., ad) be a parameter ideal of A. Then 
d-T1 d-l e,(A) 2 1 + z i i . h’(A). i=l i- 1 
The equality holds if and only if m = q + Cfzl U(a, Ye”) a,,..., ad). 
Proof. As m I> q + Cf=, U(a ,,...) a^, ,..., ad) clearly, we get that 
4 (m/q) > 4 q + 2 W(a, ..., a^,,..., ad) 
i=l 
Reca!l that 
as A is Buchsbaum (cf. [ 15, Satz 21). Then from (3.6) the required inequality 
e,(A) = 1 + l,(m/q) - 5 id r ’ ) * h’(A) 
i=o 
> 1 + 1.4 
t 
q + 2 U(a, ,..., Si ,..., ad) 
j-Q 
d-l 
=l+ y 
i=o 
(I ) . h’(A)- dil (“J- 1 ) * h’(A) 
i=O 
d:l d-l 
=1+ j- 
i ! 
~ h’(A) 
i=l i-l 
immediately follows. The second assertion is now obvious. 
Let e(A) denote the multiplicity of A relative to the maximal ideal IPI. 
COROLLARY (4.2). e(/i)> 1 + cf:; (7:;) * h'(A). 
Proof. Passing to AIX],,[Xl, where X is an indeterminate over A, we 
may assume that the field A/m is infinite. Choose elements ai ) a,,..., a, of YM 
so that PI’+’ = (a,, a2 ,..., ffd)mr for some 1-2 01 (cf., e.g., f14, Chap. 211. 
Then as e(A) = eca,,a,,..,,ad,(A), we have by (4.1) that 
. h’(A). 
The next two results, Corollaries (4.3) and ( .4), are easy consequences of 
(4.2). 
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COROLLARY (4.3) [6, Theorem (l.l)]. Suppose that dim A > e(A) = 2. 
Then 
k’(A)=0 (i#O, 1,d) and k’(A) < 1. 
COROLLARY (4.4). Let e = e(A). Then 
(1) k’(A)=0 (i#O, l,d) and k’(A)<e- 1, ifd> e>2. 
(2) k’(A)=0 (i#O,d), ife= 1. 
(3) Assume that d = e > 3. Then one of the following occurs: 
(b) k2(A)= 1 and k’(A)=0 (i#0,2,d). 
(c) kd-’ = 1 and k’(A) = 0 (if 0, d - 1, d). 
COROLLARY (4.5). Suppose that depth A > e(A). Then A is a Coken- 
Macaulay ring. 
ProoJ: If A were not Cohen-Macaulay, then dim A > e(A). However, 
according to (4.4), we must have depth A < e(A) - 1 in this case. Of course 
it contradicts our assumption, whence we know A is Cohen-Macaulay. 
LEMMA (4.6). Let a,, aZ ,..., ad be a system of parameters for A. Then 
(a;,..., a;> : (a, *-* aJnpl = (a’ ,,...,a:) : a, as. ak 
for every 1 < k < d and n > 2. 
ProoJ: It is enough to show that 
(a;,..., a;): (a, .a- czJ-’ c (a: ,..., ai) : a, .a. ak. 
As n;A : a;-’ = a,A + U(O), this is clearly true for k= 1. Let k> 2 and 
assume that out assertion holds for k - 1. Choose x E A so that 
(a1 a.. u,J-’ . x E (a:,..., ai) and express 
(a, ... a/J-l *x=y+a;z 
with y E (a: ,..., al-, ) and z EA. We put A= A/aiA and denote by the 
reduction mod a$I. Then as (a, .a. u~_~)+’ . x - ukz is in U(a;,..., a,“_,), 
we find that 
(CT1 *.. Lik-J-’ * CiJE (6: )...) q-J 
in 2. Hence by the hypothesis of induction on k, we have that 
(a, ... aJ * x E (Lq )...) if:- ,) 
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which implies that 
as required. 
(ai ... ak) . x E (a:,..., ai) 
THEOREM (4.7). Let a,, a2,~.., ad be a system ofparametersJ%r A. Then 
the equaln’ty 
(a: ,..., a;> : (a, ... uJ-’ 
= (a, )..., a& + i qa, ,...) 8,,..., Uk) 
i=l 
holds for every 1 ,< i < d and n > 2. 
Pvoe?f. We may assume, by (4.6), that n = 2. Ht is enough to show that 
k 
64 ?-., a;) : a, ... ak c (a, ,.‘., ak> + x U(u, 3 .. . . cZi9..., a,). 
izl 
As a:A : a, = a,A + U(O), this is trivial for k = 1. Let k > 2 and that our 
assertion holds for k - 1. Let x E (a:,..., ai> : a, .I. ak~ Then since 
Cal ... a& . x E (a:,..., a:) n qk, by virtue of (i.2) we see that 
(U’ ~.. a,) . x E (a: :..., u$qke2. Express 
with y E (a:,..., aiel) and z E c$-~. Then as (,a, -.. akm,) I x- akz IS in 
LJ(a: ,...) a:-,) n qk-‘, we know by (2.14) that (a, ... akel). x-aakz is 
contained in the ideal (a:,..., ui_,)qk-3 + a, .ns ak-l U(a, ).D., akp!)~ NOW 
express 
(ai .s. ak-‘) .x-a,z=w+(a, s*.akpj).zl 
with w E (a:,..., ai- L) and u E U(a, ,..., ak-,>~ Theri 
(a, ... Ukpi ) .(x - u> E(a:,..., a:.. ,> + G,A 
clearly whence, after the reduction mod a,A, we get by the hypothesis of 
induction on k that 
k-l 
x - 24 E (a, ,..., ak) + x U(a, )...: kii,~*~, aJ.
i=l 
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Thus 
x E (a, )...) ajJ + i] qa, )...) 6, )...) aJ 
i=l 
(recall that u E U(a, ,..., ak-r) by our choice). This completes the proof 
of (4.7). 
COROLLARY (4.8) (Monomial property of a system of parameters). Let 
a,, a2 ,..., ad be a system of parameters for A. Then 
for every n > 0. 
(a1 * * * u$ 6.5 (a:+ I,..., a;+ ‘) 
The next result is an immediate consequence of (4.8) and [ 13, 
Theorem 11. 
COROLLARY (4.9). Let R be a regular subring of A and assume that A is 
module-jkite over R. Then R is a direct summand of A. 
DEFINITION (4.10). A Buchsbaum ring A is said to have minimal 
multiplicity if 
EXAMPLE (4.11). (1) Every non-Cohen-Macaulay Buchsbaum ring A 
with e(A) = 2 has minimal multiplicity provided depth A > 0 (cf. [6, 
Sect. 31). 
(2) Let d> 0 and h,, hl,..., h d-, > 0 be integers. Then there exists a 
Buchsbaum local ring A such that 
(a) dim A = d, 
(b) hi(A)=hi for every O<i<d- 1, 
(c) A has minimal multiplicity. 
Method of construction. Let R be a regular local ring with maximal ideal 
n and dim R = d. Let 
O-tF,-t . . . -tF,+F,=R+R/n+O 
denote a minimal free resolution of R/n. We put, for 0 < i < d - 1, 
Ei=Im(Fi+Fi-,) (1 <i<d- l), 
= R/n (i = 0). 
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Then it is easy to show that HP,(Ei) = (0) (p # i; d) and H#J = R/n. 
Notice that Ei)s are Buchsbaum R-modules, dim, E, = d (I < i < d - I), and 
dim, E, = 0 (cf. 131). Let 
denote the idealization. Then A is a Buchsbaum local ring satisfying all the 
requirements (a)-(c) (cf. [ 31). 
Recall that a Buchsbaum local ring A is said to have maximal embedding 
dimension if 
v(A)=e(A)$dimA $-I(A)- 1, 
where v(A) = dim,,, m/m2, the embedding dimension of A (cf. 191). 
Provided that m contains elements a,, a, ,..., ad with m’+’ = (a,, a2 ,..., ad)m’ 
for some r > 0, a Buchsbaum local ring A has maximal ~rn~~dd~~g 
dimension if and only if one may take r = 1 (cf. [5, (3.8); 16, Theorem I]). 
Let G’,(A) denote the associated graded ring of A and let = [q&q] L 
THEOREM (4.12). Suppose that A has minimal rnulti~~~~~ty~ Then
(I ) A has maximal embedding dimension. 
(2) The local ring [G,(A)],w is again a Bwchsbaum ring with 
WGrn(A)l,w) =-VI. M oreover [GA(A)],~ has ~~~~~irnal ~~t~~l~c~ty. 
(3) [Hi(G,(A))], = (0) (n > -4 and [H~(~~(A))]-d of (0). 
Proof. Passing to A IX],, ,Xl, where X is an indeterminate over A, we 
may assume that the field A/m is infinite. Choose elements ai Y a2,..., ad of MT 
so that rnTfl = (a, ,..., ad)mr for some Y > 0. Let q = (a,, a2?..., ad). Theri 
since 
by (4.1) we get that 
m = 4 + 2 U(a ,,.. e3 fTi ,...) ad), 
i=l 
Therefore m2 c q whence m2 = qm (notice that a,, a-?,..., ad is a part of a 
minima! system of generators for m). Accordingly we conclude that A has 
maximal embedding dimension, which proves assertion (I ). 
(2) The fact that (G;(A)lM is a Buchs aum ring with 
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I([G;(A)],) = I(A) follows from Theorem (1.1) in [9], since A has maximal 
embedding dimension by (1). Let us check that [G’,(A)], again has minimal 
multiplicity. 
Let 
hi = ai mod m2 
for 1 < i < d, i.e., hi’s are the initial forms of ats. Notice that h,, h, ,..., h, is 
a homogeneous system of parameters for G;(A). 
First, we will prove the following: 
Claim. M= (h: ,..., h;) : h, .-. h,. 
Proof of Claim. It suffices to show that Mc (h:,..., hi) : h, . .. h, (cf. 
(4.8)). Let x E m. Then we have that (a, . . . ad) . x E (a:,..., a:), because 
m = q + Cy=‘=, U(a, ,..., bi ,..., ad) as we have proved above. On the other hand 
by virtue of [9, (2.6)], we know that 
(af,..., a:) (7 md+’ = (a:,..., as)md-‘. 
Hence (a, ... ad) . x E (a;,..., ai)md-‘. Let us express 
(a, .a- a,).x=a:, +.-. +aix, (8 
with i. E md-‘. Let g=x mod m2 and gi = xi mod md-‘. 
(#) guarantees that 
Then expression 
04 *.. hd) * g = h:g, + ... + h;g, 
in G&4), by which we conclude that 
M c (h; ,..., h;;) : h, ..a h, 
as required. 
By this claim and (4.7), we get that 
M = (h, ,..., hd) + ~ (h, ,...) pi,..., hd) : hi 
i=l 
which implies by (4.1) that the Buchsbaum local ring [G;(A)], has minimal 
multiplicity. 
(3) This follows from the next slightly general result (4.13). 
THEOREM (4.13). Let R = k[R,] b e a homogeneous ring over a field k, 
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d = dim R, and iI4 = R + . Assume that the local ring R,w is 
J!?,~ has minimal multiplicity if and only if 
[H$(R)], = (0) for euery n > -d. 
PvooJ We may assume that the ground field k is infinite. Choose a 
linear system X,, XI,..., X, of parameters for R and consider the following 
exact sequence 
of graded R-modules, where f is the homomorphism induced by the 
canonical homomorphisms from RxI,. .fi. .xd to Rxi.. .x6’ e denote by ~z/ 
the image of an element z of R,,. . .,,, in Hfi/l(R). 
Now assume that [Hi(R)]. = (0) f or every y1 > -d and let YE R r I Then 
as 
this element / Y/X, . . . X, 1 must be 0 whence we may express 
y/x, . ..x.= p Y,/(X, 
z--L 
. . . Xi . . . x,y 
with II > 0 and Yi E RCn-ljCdp r). Consequently 
(Xl .*a Xdy+-’ . YE (X;+“i..‘,x;+m)R 
for some m $0 and therefore 
YE (,I (X:+‘,...,X;+‘) : (X, ‘..x,y. 
ThLlS 
MC IJ (X;+‘,..., xi+ “) : (X, . .. x(Jn. e4 
n>o 
As (XT’ I,..., x2+ ‘) : (X, . . . Xd)n i; R for every n > 0 (ci: (4.8)), we get by 
(#) that 
M= (X7+‘,..., x;+‘> : (X, ‘.’ XJ7 
for some n $ 0 which implies by (4.1) and (4.7) that R,M has minimal 
multiplicity. 
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Conversely assume that R, has minimal multiplicity and let Q = 
(X,, X,, . . . . X,). Then we get by (4.1) and (4.7) that 
A4 = (x; )...) X;;) : x1 *. * x,. 
Claim. (Xi .a. X,) + Rcneljdii c (X:+l,...,Xz+l) for every n > 2. 
Proof of Claim. As Rcnpl,d+ I cM(n-‘)d+l and as &f(n-l)d+l = Q’“-1’dM 
(notice that MZ = QM, cf. proof of assertion (1) in (4.12)), it suffices to 
show that 
(Xl -a- X,) . Q cn- ljdA4 c (XT+ I,..., x;+ 1). 
To see this, take a monomial 
$1 . . . x’g 
of degree (n-1)d. If c!<n--1 for some l<i<d, then cj>n for some 
1 < j < d (as Cf=i ci = (n - 1)d). Therefore 
(Xl . . . X,) . (Xf’ ..*XY)E (x;+‘)c(x;+‘,...,x;+‘). 
in this case. 
Assume that ci> n - 1 for every 1 < i<d. Then ci= y1- 1 for every 
1 < i < d. Let g E M and consider the following product 
g* (Xl * . * X,) * (XT1 *** Xfp)= g * (X, ... X,) . (Xl . . . xd)“-‘. 
Then because M = (Xi ,..., Xi) : X, ..a X,, we find that g. (X, .I. X,) is in 
w:,..., Xi) whence g . (Xi ... X,) e (Xi . . . Xd)n-l E (XT+‘,..., X;“). 
In any case 
g * (XI . . . X,) * (x;’ ... X2) E (X;+‘,...,X;+‘) 
for every g E M and consequently we have that 
as required. 
(Xl . . . X,) . Q (n- ljdA4 c (Xy+ I,..., x;+ ‘) 
Now return to the main proof. Let h E [Hi(R)] ied and express h = 
I g/(X, . . . Xd)n / with n > 2 and g E R,,- ,jd+, . Then by the above claim we 
see that (Xi . ..X.). g=x;+‘g, + . . . + Xst ‘g, for some gi E R, whence 
g/(X, *. . x,y = ((x1 .* . X,) . g)/(X, . . . X,) n + 1 
= $’ g,/(X, . . * 2?[ .. * x,>n + ‘, 
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i.e., !dWl *.. XJ E Im j Therefore h = 0 and we conduce that 
[Hi(R)JI.-d = (0). By virtue of Corollary (3.3) in [9] and (4.12)(l), we have 
already known that [H;(R)], = (0) f or every n > I - d and cxmsequently we 
get that 
for every n > 1 - d. The assertion that [N,;(R)] -d f (0) comes from the 
following final 
PROPOSITION (4.14). Let R = k[R,] be a homogeneous ring over a ,Geld 
k, d=dimR, and M=R,. Then 
ProoJ: Let X,, X,,..., X, be a linear system of parameters for R (we may 
assume that k is infinite) and P = k[X,, X,,...,X,] (CR). Then by virtue of 
[ 13, Theorem 21 we know that P is a direct summand of R (notice that Xi’s 
are algebraically independent over k). Hence the homomorphism 
H:+(P) --t H;+,(R) = 
of graded P-modules induced by the inclusion map P cR must be a 
monomorphism, and consequently we immediately have the require facr 
that 
[K&WI-d f (01, 
because [H$L(P)]-d# (0) (cf. [12, (3.1.4) and (3.1.6)j). 
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